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Bulgarians vote
in elections for
third time this
year
Bulgarians are heading to the
polls to elect a new parliament and
a new president amid a surge of
coronavirus infections.
Some 6.7 million eligible voters hope that after inconclusive
general elections in April and July,
the third attempt to elect 240 lawmakers will result in a government
to lead the European Union’s
poorest member out of health and
economic crises.
Analysts predict a low turnout on Sunday due to people’s
concerns over the spread of the
coronavirus, sluggish vaccine uptake and political apathy after two
inconclusive elections.
The Balkan country, the leastvaccinated in the EU with fewer
than one-third of its adults fully
vaccinated, reported 334 COVIDrelated deaths in a single day this
week – the country’s highest daily toll since the start of the pandemic.
“We must all vote but I’m also
afraid that it will all be in vain …
I don’t have much hope,” 62-yearold Milena Stoyanova told the
AFP news agency on the eve of
the election, summing up the general gloom.
While many said they will not
bother to go to the polling stations, 35-year-old finance expert
Petar Angelov said he’ll “definitely
vote… for change” and “a better
future”.
A low turnout would favour
the former ruling GERB party
which, despite a further erosion
in support, can still count on many
loyal voters and is likeliest to finish first.
In recent months, however,
investigations by the current caretaker government into alleged corruption during ex-Prime Minister
Boyko Borissov’s tenure in office
are limiting his chances to find
coalition partners for his fourth
four-year term in 12 years.
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US hid an airstrike that killed 70 women,
children in Syria in 2019: Report
The US military hid an airstrike in which it bombed a large
crowd of women and children in
Syria’s Baghuz town, killing dozens, during the last days of the
battle against ISIS in 2019, the
New York Times reported on Saturday.
On March 18, 2019, an American F-15E attack jet dropped a
500-pound bomb on the crowd
huddled against a river bank, killing dozens. As survivors tried to
scramble away, the jet dropped a
2,000 pound bomb, then another
killing most of them.
An analyst at the US military’s
Combined Air Operations Center
at al-Udeid Air Base in Qatar
typed on a secure chat system:
“We jet dropped on 50 women
and children.”
An initial assessment of the
strike revealed that the death toll
amount to 70.
The New York Times reported that “the Baghuz strike was
one of the largest civilian casualty
incidents of the war against ISIS,
but it has never been publicly acknowledged by the US military”.
“A legal officer flagged the
strike as a possible war crime that
required an investigation. But at
nearly every step, the military
made moves that concealed the
catastrophic strike. The death toll
was downplayed. Reports were
delayed, sanitized and classified.
US-led coalition forces bulldozed
the blast site. And top leaders
were not notified,” NYT said.
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“Leadership just seemed so
set on burying this. No one wanted anything to do with it,” said
Gene Tate, an evaluator who
worked on the case for the inspector general’s office.
The NYT investigation found
that bombing had been called in
by a classified American special
operations unit, Task Force 9,
which was in charge of ground
operations in Syria.
“The task force operated in
such secrecy that at times it did
not inform even its own military
partners of its actions,” NYT reported.
This week, the US Central
Command acknowledged that the
strike killed 80 people, but said it

was “justified”. It said “the
bombs killed 16 fighters and four
civilians. As for the other 60 people killed, it was not clear that
they were civilians, in part because women and children in ISIS
sometimes took up arms.”
The NYT said its investigation of the Baghuz strike showed
that the special operations task
force skirted rules meant to protect civilians and the troops rarely faced repercussions when they
caused civilian deaths.
CIA officers working in Syria
alleged that in about 10 incidents,
the task force hit targets knowing
civilians would be killed, and
raised concerns with the Department of Defense inspector gener-

al.
The inspector general investigated and determined that all the
strikes were legal.
Staff in the operations center
in Qatar also became concerned
with task force strikes and Air
Force lawyers starting tracking the
self-defense justifications the task
force used to call the strikes then
comparing them with drone footage.
They found that “the task
force was adding details that
would legally justify a strike, such
as seeing a man with a gun, even
when those details were not visible in the footage”.
Alarabiya

Delhi shuts schools as it
mulls ‘pollution lockdown’
Authorities in India’s capital,
New Delhi, have announced a oneweek closure of schools and said
they would consider a “pollution
lockdown” to protect citizens
from worsening levels of toxic
smog.
“Schools will be shut so that
children don’t have to breathe
polluted air,” Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal told reporters on Saturday, adding that construction
activity would also be halted for
four days.
Government offices were
asked to operate from home and
private businesses were advised
to stick to work-from-home options as much as possible.
The city is ranked one of the
world’s most polluted, with a hazardous melange of factory and
vehicle emissions, as well as
smoke from agricultural fires, settling in the skies over its 20 million people each winter.
On Saturday, the Supreme
Court suggested imposing a lockdown on Delhi to combat the air
quality crisis. “How will we live
otherwise?” Chief Justice N.V.
Ramana said.
Kejriwal said his government
would consider the court’s suggestion after consulting with
stakeholders.

“Pollution lockdown has never happened before. It will be an
extreme step,” he said.
The Central Pollution Control
Board on Friday advised authorities to prepare “for implementation of measures under ’emergency’ category”.
It added the poor air quality
would likely run until at least
November 18 due to “low winds
with calm conditions during the
night”.
On Saturday, levels of PM 2.5
particles – the smallest and most
harmful, which can enter the
bloodstream – topped 300 on the
air quality index.
That is 20 times the maximum
daily limit recommended by the
World Health Organization.
Al Jazeera’s Pavni Mittal, reporting from New Delhi, said
people in the city had been “waking up to thick smog” for more
than a week now.
“Visibility has been low and
the situation gets so bad, there are
times in the day you can actually
taste the pollution,” she added.
“The situation gets especially bad during this time of the
year,” Mittal explained, citing the
onset of winter and the rise in farm
fires in neighbouring states, among
other reasons.

Delhi’s government has been
promising for years to clean up
the city’s air.
The burning of agricultural
waste in Delhi’s neighbouring
states – a major contributor to the
city’s pollution levels every winter – has continued despite a Supreme Court ban.
Tens of thousands of farmers
around the capital burn their stubble – or crop residue – at the start
of every winter, clearing fields
from recently harvested paddies
to make way for wheat.
The number of farm fires this
season has been the highest in the
past four years, according to government data.
Earlier this year, the Delhi
government opened its first “smog
tower” containing 40 giant fans
that pump 1,000 cubic metres of
air per second through filters.
The $2m installation halves
the number of harmful particulates
in the air but only within a radius
of one square kilometre (0.4
square miles), according to engineers.
A 2020 report by Swiss organisation IQAir found that 22 of
the world’s 30 most polluted cities were in India, with Delhi
ranked the most polluted capital
globally. Aljazeera

Covaxin, India’s homegrown
COVID jab, ‘highly
efficacious’: Study

Arab Coalition:
186 Houthis killed
in 42 attacks in
Sirwah and alBayda

Five dead as Sudanese rally against
army tightening grip on power
Sudanese security forces fired
live ammunition and tear gas on
Saturday to disperse protesters
denouncing the military’s tightening grip on the country, killing at
least five and wounding several,
activists said.
The violence came as thousands of pro-democracy protesters yet again took to the streets
across Sudan to rally against the
military’s takeover last month.
The coup has drawn international
criticism and massive protests in
the streets of the capital of Khartoum and elsewhere in the country.
Security forces used live ammunition and tear gas to disperse
protesters in different locations
Saturday. At least five protesters
were killed in Khartoum and its
twin city of Omdurman, including four from gunshots and one
from a tear gas canister, according
to the Sudan Doctors Committee.
Several others were wounded, including with gunshots, it said.
The rallies, called by the prodemocracy movement, came two
days after coup leader Gen. Abdel-Fattah Burhan reappointed
himself head of the Sovereign
Council, Sudan's interim governing body. Thursday’s move angered the pro-democracy alliance
and frustrated the United States
and other countries that have
urged the generals to reverse their
coup. “For me, this is an illegitimate council and this was a unilateral decision that was taken by
Burhan alone," said protester
Wigdan Abbas, a 45-year-old
healthcare worker. “It was a deci-

sion by one person ... without
consulting the coalition for freedom and change."
The Sudanese military seized
power Oct. 25, dissolving the transitional government and arresting
dozens of officials and politicians.
The takeover upended a fragile
planned transition to democratic
rule, more than two years after a
popular uprising forced the removal of longtime autocrat Omar
al-Bashir and his Islamist government.
Saturday’s protests were
called by the Sudanese Professionals Association and the so-called
Resistance Committees. Both
groups were primary forces behind the uprising against al-Bashir in April 2019. Other political
parties and movements joined the
call. The Sudan Doctors Committee is also part of the pro-democracy movement. They movement
has opposed the return to the
power-sharing deal that established the deposed transitional
government late in 2019 and demand a full handover to civilians
to lead the transition to democracy. Earlier Saturday, protesters
gathered in Khartoum neighborhoods waved Sudanese flags and
posters of deposed Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok, who has
been under house arrest since the
coup. They also chanted “civilian, civilian," a reference to their
main demand that the generals
hand over power to civilians.
Later, the demonstrators regrouped in Khartoum and barricaded at least one major street with
stones and burning tires. There

were also protests in other
Sudanese cities and towns.
"The youth ... will not give
up and will not stop this revolution until we achieve the goals of
the revolution,” said Mohammed
Ahmed, a 28-year-old university
student.
Hamza Baloul, the information minister in the deposed government, took part in Saturday’s
rallies following his release from
detention earlier this month.
There should be “no negotiations with the coup leaders,” he
told the protesters in Khartoum.
“The Sudanese people insist on a
civilian government ... the civilian
state (government) is our option
and we will fight for it."
The demonstrations took
place amid tight security. Authorities had closed off bridges over
the Nile River linking Khartoum's
neighborhoods. Troops and paramilitary forces also sealed off the
area around the military headquarters, where thousands of protesters set up camp in April 2019,
forcing the military to remove alBashir. The UN envoy in Sudan,
Volker Perthes, urged security forces to “exercise utmost restraint”
and called for demonstrators to
“maintain the principle of peaceful protest.” Since the Oct. 25
takeover, at least 17 anti-coup
protesters have been killed due to
excessive force used by the country’s security forces, according to
Sudanese doctors and the United
Nations. That tally includes the
protesters killed on Saturday.
Ongoing mediation efforts are
seeking a way out of the crisis.
Perthes said he held “good discussions” Friday with representatives of the protest movement
in Khartoum, civil society activists and Mohammed Hassan alTaishi, a civilian member of the
council dissolved in the coup.
Nasredeen Abdulbari, justice minister of the deposed government,
also took part. Alarabiya

Covaxin, the first COVID-19
vaccine developed in India, is
“highly efficacious” and presents
no safety concerns, according to a
study published in the medical
journal Lancet.
Covaxin gained emergency
approval from the World Health
Organization last week, the eighth
jab to be given the green light by
the health body. The vaccine has
already been cleared for use in 17
countries.
Known by the code BBV152,
Covaxin is an inactivated virusbased COVID-19 vaccine developed by Bharat Biotech in collaboration with the Indian Council
of Medical Research and the National Institute of Virology.
The WHO has described it as
“extremely suitable for low- and
middle-income countries due to
easy storage requirements”.
Some of the other approved
vaccines must be stored at very
low temperatures, which throws
up logistical and cost problems.
Covaxin “was highly efficacious against laboratory-confirmed symptomatic COVID-19
disease in adults”, the Lancet
study said.
The jab was also “well tolerated with no safety concerns
raised in this interim analysis”, it
added.
The Indian-developed vaccine

has a 78 percent efficacy rate after two doses over a month, according to the WHO.
It has joined the COVID vaccines produced by Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna, AstraZeneca,
Johnson&Johnson, Sinopharm
and Sinovac on the WHO-approved list.
The rollout of Covaxin can
“increase the finite global manufacturing capacity, and improve
insufficient supply of vaccines,
which disproportionately affects
low-income and middle-income
countries,” said Chinese researchers Li Jingxin Li and Zhu Fengcai,
who did not take part in the study.
They did however mention
certain limits to the study, saying
that as the trials had been conducted solely in India, there was a
less ethnically diverse study
group.
The studies were also carried
out between November 2020 and
January 2021, before the more
contagious Delta variant of the
virus became widespread.
Despite the trial dates, the
researchers involved were able to
identify which of the patients were
infected with the Delta variant.
For this sub-group, the study
found that Covaxin still provided
protection against COVID-19, but
was slightly less effective.

At least 186 Houthi militants
were killed in 42 separate attacks
targeting the Iran-backed militia
group in cities west and south of
Marib province, the Arab Coalition said in a statement.
The Arab Coalition said that
it had conducted 42 military operations over the past 24 hours
targeting Houthi positions and
convoys in Sirwah, west of the
city of Marib, and Al-Bayda,
south of Marib. In total, that targeted operations included the destruction of 17 military vehicles
as well. The Iran-backed Houthis
have been focusing their ground
attacks on the oil-rich province of
Marib since February despite international calls for the dangers
threatening the safety and security of thousands of displaced children and women in the province.
Alarabiya

